
Image 14 and Image Mini Spot

Image 26E/26B Self-Contained Carpet Extractors

Image 16/20 Self-Contained Carpet Extractors

PDC Dustless Sanding System

EZ-8 Drum Sander and Super 7R Edger

OBS-18 DC Orbital Sander

LV-30 Litter Vac® and SPS 28 Sweeper

91WS Walk-Behind Sweeper

114RS Rider Sweeper

The Sander 1600 is now teamed 
up with CAV-15 tank vacuum to
create the most productive, 
quietest and most aggressive
portable dust containment system
available in the professional floor
sanding industry. The PDC system
is flexible enough to add an edger,
doubling your crew’s productivity.

The EZ-8 drum sander combines
professional contractor-type floor
sanding results with highly 
productive, easy-to-use equipment
features for the do-it-yourselfer.
The Super 7R is a powerful, 
versatile, and easy to use wood
floor edging machine that has
earned a reputation as a reliable
performer.

The random-orbital sanding action
of the OBS-18 DC removes the
scratch patterns left by drum or
rotary sanders, leaving a smooth,
flat floor ready for refinishing. 
The OBS-18 is perfect for interim
“screen and recoat” sanding jobs.

The LV-30 Litter Vac® cleans up 
litter from large warehouses, 
parking lots, stadiums and 
playgrounds. The aerodynamic
housing provides exceptional lift 
to pick up bottles and cans just 
as easily as paper plates, cups 
and leaves. The SPS-28 28” 
powered walkbehind sweeper 
is offered in gas (SPS-28G) or 
battery (SPS-28B) versions.

The 91 WS walk-behind sweeper 
is designed for rugged industrial
applications, construction site
cleanup and debris pickup in 
narrow aisles and confined spaces.
With its 36” sweep path, it sweeps
eight times faster than a push
broom, eliminating airborne 
dust in the process.

The l 14RS Rider Sweeper is as
maneuverable as walk behind
sweepers and is designed to clean
congested areas in warehouse
aisles, manufacturing plants, 
shopping malls and airports. Its 
45” sweep path and quiet battery
operation make it a perfect 
cost-effective solution to your 
large area sweeping needs.

HAVING THE PART ON HAND
We understand that the best service technician, with the most innovative
tools, can only provide the most prompt service, if the right part is on
hand. We don’t boast about how much we have on hand, but what we 
have on hand. Clarke stocks over 20,000 different “go” parts. Clarke’s
inventory of parts is monitored by our advanced information technology
systems. We know what parts to have on hand; we have been supporting
after-the-sale service of commercial cleaning equipment since 1916.

The Image 14 compact extractor
with its 14” cleaning path is
designed to provide high 
productivity carpet cleaning in 
confined areas. The BextSpot is
perfect for the immediate removal
of accidental spills and spots 
without the need for a large 
extractor.

Incorporating the Wash & Rinse
and Ergo-Ex technologies, the
Image 26E/26B self-contained 
carpet extractors cut big jobs down
to size with 30-gallon solution and
recovery tanks, a wide 26-inch
cleaning path, and a superior
recovery system for fast drying.
These self-propelled machines 
also feature no-tool brush and
spray jet changes.

The Image 16 & 20 self-contained
extractors incorporate Wash &
Rinse and Ergo-Ex technologies 
to dramatically boost the standard
of productivity, cleaning 
performance, and ergonomic 
safety in carpet extraction.

BEXT Portable Extractors and DirectAir Dryer
The BEXT line of extractors 
provides lightweight and portable
carpet extraction with the added
benefit of heated solution to
improve cleaning effectiveness 
by as much as 40%! The
DirectAir’s powerful 3- speed
motor and multi-directional
design make it the perfect 
solution for your carpet drying,
ventilation and air circulation
needs.
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FM Floor Maintainer and MP-18 Marble Polisher

STV and Summit Tank Vacuums

CTV Wet/Dry Tank Vacuums

CombiVac and FiltraVac Upright Vacuums

S12/S16 and 560B Upright Vacuums

Carpetmaster® and Spacevac® Vacuums

Encore 17 Compact Automatic Scrubber

Encore 20 Compact Automatic Scrubber

Encore Mid-Size Automatic Scrubber

Encore Large Automatic Scrubber

Encore Max Rider Scrubber

Encore Mini-Max Compact Rider Scrubber

Electric, Battery and Propane Burnishers

C2K Polishers

The Encore 17 is the only compact
scrubber with an On-Board battery
charger, a Transaxle Drive System
(L17) and a scrub head that flips 
up to a 60 degree brush change
position. With your choice of
power sources and disc or 
cylindrical scrub decks, the 
Encore 17 is the most versatile
compact floor scrubber on the
market.

The Encore 20 compact 
walk-behind scrubber is rugged
and dependable, even in the
harshest of conditions, yet is 
compact enough to scrub even 
in the tightest areas. After many
years of use the Encore 20 still 
provides the greatest value in 
the industry.

The Encore 2426 features 20 
gallon solution and recovery 
tanks for extended scrubbing,
unmatched versatility with disc 
or cylindrical scrub decks and the
patented Accu-Track squeegee 
for improved performance and 
reliability.

The Clarke Encore blends the latest
technology with design simplicity
to ultimately meet your floor 
maintenance needs. The Encore
features gimbal mounted scrub
brushes that follow the contours 
of the floor, and their 30 gallon
solution and recovery tanks and
large battery packs mean fewer
refills for maximized productivity.
The large Encore walkbehind
scrubbers are available in 28”, 
33” and 38” sizes.

Clarke built the Encore Max to
withstand the “wear and tear”
demands of an industrial plant,
warehouse, superstore or 
institutional facility. Two 
high-torque brush drive motors
make the Encore Max big on 
performance with extra cleaning
power. You can clean many 
different floor surfaces, both 
coated and non-coated, in one 
single pass.

The Encore Mini-Max compact rider
scrubber combines the productivity
of three machines into one and 
is available with 26” disc, 28” 
cylindrical, or 30” disc scrub decks.
The compact Mini-Max is truly 
the walk-behind you can ride!

Clarke UltraSpeed® electric and
Fusion® battery burnishers provide
quiet operation while producing a
brilliant high-gloss shine. They 
feature an integrated dust control
system for improved indoor air
quality and an ergonomic handle
that assures comfortable operation.
Clarke Propane Burnishers, 
featuring the finest in emissions
and dust control technologies, 
are designed and built with 
operator safety in mind.

The C2K Polishers are value 
engineered to offer more polishing
power for the least cost. Clarke’s
unique handle design provides
ergonomics, comfort and safety 
for the operator. The C2K’s are
available in 13”, 16”, 18”, and 
20” sizes.

Quality and durability have
allowed the FM Floor Maintainer to
be called the “Best in the Industry.”
The motor and gearbox are hand
built and backed by an exclusive
seven year warranty. When used
with the Clarke Diamond Discs and
Stone Care Polishing Creme, the
MP-1800 is the perfect solution for
restoring and maintaining marble,
limestone and travertine floors.

STV Tank Vacuums feature easy-to-
clean 10, 15 or 20 gallon stainless
tanks. The Summit Specialty Tank
Vacuums are premium wet/dry
tank vacs designed for durability,
dependability and outstanding 
performance. For fast liquid pickup
(SQ 16) or the quick cleanup of
flooded areas (Summit Pumper),
the Clarke Summits are designed 
to last.

WAP Tank Vacuums
Available in multiple sizes and 
configurations, WAP wet/dry tank
vacuums are designed and built 
to handle the toughest and most
demanding applications. From 
drywall or concrete dust to 
continuous water clean up, 
WAP vacuums give you quiet 
performance with no filter 
change or conversion hassles.

The CTV tank vacuums merge
value price together with the 
filtration, performance and 
durability of high end vacuums
costing hundreds more. The 
complete hard and soft floor
tools, onboard tool caddy and
hose/cable wrap make the CTV
the best value in the industry.

CombiVac and FiltraVac Dual
Motor Uprights combine value 
with true dual motor performance.
These vacuums are designed to
minimize labor costs by providing
comfort and convenience during
operation and use a unique 
four-step filtration system for
improved indoor air quality.

The Clarke S 12 and S 16 vacuums
raise the standard for value in a
single motor vacuum cleaner. They
are available in 12” or 16” sizes
and in cloth bag, collector cup or
paper filter models. The 560B’s 
all metal construction makes it 
the most durable single motor 
vacuum available!

FiltraPac & NapSac Vacuums
Count on Clarke for true all-stars in
your team-cleaning lineup! The
FiltraPac backpack vacuum offers
the best filtration value in its class.
It is equipped with a powerful 1
HP, 2 stage motor and four layers
of filtration for improved indoor
air quality. The Nap-Sac portable
vacuum is offered in 2 convenient
packages; with 1 1/4” or 1 1/2” tool
kits.

For tough commercial cleaning
jobs, the large 577 and 579 
vacuums are efficient, rugged 
and dependable. Available in 16” 
and 20” sizes, they feature a 
full-floating handle for increased
operator comfort. Clarke’s 590 
and 590B Spacevac’s combine 
a 27-inch cleaning path with a 
four-bushel capacity bag to clean
up to 20,000 feet per hour.


